Sudden death while driving a four-wheeled vehicle: an autopsy analysis.
We retrospectively analysed forensic autopsies to resolve various issues associated with sudden natural death while driving. We collected information about the medical history, drug treatment, anthropometry and body mass index (BMI) of 34 individuals who suddenly died of natural causes while driving four-wheeled vehicles. The reasons for driving, details of the vehicle, type of collision, perspective of vehicle behaviour and types of avoidance manoeuvres were also examined. The injury severity score (ISS), the Abbreviated Injury Scale (AIS) and the degree of cardiomegaly of the driver were determined from autopsy findings. The dominant cause of death was ischemic heart disease, which closely agreed with previous findings. However, forensic signs indicated that only 20.6% of deceased drivers had attempted avoidance manoeuvres such as braking or steering before the fatal accident, which contradicts previous findings.